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The Eagle Books

In the original Eagle Book series, a young boy, Rain that Dances, discovers an unhappy eagle. Mr. Eagle is tearful because many of the people in the community are developing a disease called type 2 diabetes. Rain that Dances invites his friends Thunder Cloud, Little Hummingbird, and Simon to hear what the eagle has to say about staying healthy. The great bird assures the children that people can help to prevent type 2 diabetes by eating nourishing foods, being active, and following the traditions of their ancestors.

Coyote and the Turtle’s Dream

In the original Eagle Books stories, Rain and his friends were about six years old. However, in this new story, Coyote and the Turtle’s Dream, they are entering the 7th grade. Once again, the eagle gives a warning to Rain, but this time it is about the disappearance of water on their reservation. Never forgetting the health messages taught to them by the eagle, the kids embark on a mystery/adventure to solve a riddle about ancient fossils that will restore the water’s flow.

Hummingbird’s Squash

In Hummingbird’s Squash, our young heroes continue their adventures under the watchful eyes of Sky Heart, the eagle, and Thistle, the rabbit. In this story, Hummingbird pursues an ambitious plan to grow healthy foods that will help the community prevent type 2 diabetes. Little does she know that Coyote is leading her, Rain, Boomer, Simon and her new “sister,” Arianna, on a path of knowledge that reveals what it means to embrace all of one’s relatives and honor the wisdom of ancestors.

To obtain free copies of the Eagle Books series and the youth novels, please go to the CDC’s Native Diabetes Wellness Program website at http://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/projects/diabetes-wellness.htm. Books can also be requested by Phone: toll free 1-877-CDC-DIAB (877-232-3422) or e-mail: diabetes@cdc.gov.
About Diabetes

Diabetes is a disease in which blood glucose levels are above normal. Most of the food we eat is turned into glucose, or sugar, for our bodies to use for energy. The pancreas, an organ that lies near the stomach, makes a hormone called insulin to help glucose get into the cells of our bodies. When you have diabetes, your body either doesn’t make enough insulin or can’t use its own insulin as well as it should. This causes sugar to build up in your blood.

Type 1 diabetes, which was previously called insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) or juvenile-onset diabetes, may account for about 5% of all diagnosed cases of diabetes. The causes of type 1 diabetes appear to be much different than those for type 2 diabetes, though the exact mechanisms for developing both diseases are unknown. The appearance of type 1 diabetes is suspected to follow exposure to an “environmental trigger,” such as an unidentified virus, stimulating an immune attack against the beta cells of the pancreas (that produce insulin) in some genetically predisposed people. Researchers are making progress in identifying the exact genetics and “triggers” that predispose some individuals to develop type 1 diabetes, but prevention remains elusive.

Type 2 diabetes, which was previously called non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) or adult-onset diabetes, may account for about 90% to 95% of all diagnosed cases of diabetes. A number of studies have shown that regular physical activity can significantly reduce the risk of developing type 2 diabetes. The Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP), a major federally funded study of 3,234 people at high risk for diabetes, showed that people can delay and possibly prevent the disease by losing a small amount of weight (5 to 7 percent of total body weight) through 30 minutes of physical activity 5 days a week and healthier eating.

For more information, visit the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Diabetes Public Health Resource at http://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/consumer/index.htm
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Preface

To all the fans of the Eagle Books, CDC’s Native Diabetes Wellness Program is pleased to present Coyote and the Turtle’s Dream: the Graphic Novel. We hope that our readers enjoy this adaptation of the original youth novel, Coyote and the Turtle’s Dream. The story is shorter, but we have enlivened the plot with new characters and more action. We think you will really like the dream scenes—Rain’s dream of the eagle and a new dream in which our young hero swims with the Great Turtle in her ancient underwater world. Coyote’s encounter with a bad tooth and illustrations of the fossil poaching gang in their hide-out are pretty exciting, too. Needless to say, the graphic novel puts you right in the picture when Rain and his friends bring the eagle’s messages about preventing type 2 diabetes to their school and community.

On behalf of Terry Lofton, our author, and Patrick Rolo, our illustrator, we hope that the “power of words” (and imagery) take you on an adventure with Rain, Boomer, Hummingbird, Simon and Arianna that you will long remember.
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For readers who have not read the previous volumes of *Coyote and the Turtle’s Dream: the Graphic Novel*, the following re-caps tell you what has happened up to now in the story:

**Volume 1, The Vanishing**

Grandmother Turtle warns Sky Heart and Thistle that the water on the reservation is disappearing because the remains of an ancient turtle ancestor are being stolen. The animals agree that Sky Heart should seek the help of Rain that Dances. That afternoon, Rain and Boomer see their classmate, Jimmy, throw away two strange objects in a trash can. They retrieve the bony-looking objects and Rain takes them home. Later that night, Sky Heart visits Rain in a dream, giving him clues about the vanishing water and pleading with him to “help us.” At school the next day, Rain shows the “bones” to Simon and Hummingbird who agree that they are fossils. Unaware that their school is being watched by a shadowy figure, the four friends gather in the school courtyard where they learn that Jimmy has mysteriously vanished.

**Volume 2, The Cave Where the Giants Sleep**

Our young friends agree that the fossils and Jimmy’s disappearance are linked. They ask Miss Swallow, the science teacher, for advice. She promises to identify the fossils, warning that fossil poachers may be involved. In the meantime, the boys learn about type 1 diabetes from Arianna, a new girl who will be living with Hummingbird’s family. That evening, they are all puzzled by a speeding truck that swerves past the car driven by Rain’s father. Their stares make Rain suspect they are looking for Jimmy. Unnerved by the “drive-by,” Rain is even more shaken the next day when he and Simon interview his great-grandmother for a school assignment. She tells them a story about the day she and her brother, Delbert, followed a coyote to a mysterious cave at Shell Ridge. Inside, Delbert discovered the skeletons of giant scary-looking creatures. Not thinking, he took a bone from one of the long-dead animals—a bone that Granma now places in Rain’s hand. It is identical to the two bones that Jimmy ditched. Rain doesn’t know what is going on—but he knows the eagle does!

**Volume 3, A Trail of Bones**

The friends “play detective.” Comparing notes, they determine that the bones are from a cave at Shell Ridge. The boys check out Shell Ridge where they spy two men who could be fossil poachers. Later that day, Rain and Boomer go to the park where they discover Jimmy and his dog, Rocky. Jimmy reveals that a coyote took him to a cave where he found fossils like the two he threw away. He was soon selling them to a stranger named Vernon Smeed at Nelson’s Rock and Smoke Shop. Unwisely, Rain volunteers that his Granma and her brother followed a coyote to that same cave when they were kids. Frightened, Jimmy tells the boys that Smeed will hurt him if he doesn’t show him the cave’s location. The boys promise Jimmy they won’t tell anyone about the threat. Unfortunately, Jimmy is grabbed that night by Nelson’s men. Smeed threatens to feed Rocky to a tank of fish if he doesn’t take him to the cave. Desperate, Jimmy bargains with Smeed, promising to give him the name of someone who knows where the cave is. Will Rain ever be able to forgive him?
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Vernon Smeed, the notorious fossil poacher, fixed his eyes on the small dust cloud that drifted above a faraway ridge.

There they were! At last! But why were Lefty and Ditto using *that* road? That wasn’t the plan!

Smeed tightened his grip on the binoculars, willing a car to emerge from one of the many gullies that fractured Shell Ridge into hundreds of dead ends.

But as he watched, the dust cloud dispersed and floated away—along with the last of his “cool.” Sweat began to trickle down the back of Smeed’s neck.
The sun was beating down now—its white hot glare revealing the tools of Smeed’s trade...and his mounting fury.

The fossil poacher angrily punched in the phone number—again. Success!
They could have driven to the Moon by now.

I can’t move this @#$! turtle by myself!

Leave a message?

What?!

Here’s a message—You’re dog meat, lefty!

And this is for you, ditto!
HURRY, UNCLE LUTHER!

RD’S GOT TO BE AT BOO’S--

RD! DON’T BE MAD—I COULDN’T HELP IT!

HUH?
Smeed grabbed me last night. I--I--I told him your granma knows where the cave is.

What's going on?

Hurt Rocky!

Jimmy, no!

He was gonna hurt Rocky!

Where are you going?

Uncle Luther says we gotta tell the police.
JIMMY, WAIT!

I'M SORRY RAIN.

I'M SORRY RAIN.

I'M SORRY RAIN.

I'M SORRY RAIN.

I'M SORRY RAIN.

I'M SORRY RAIN.

I'M SORRY RAIN.
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I'M SORRY RAIN.
Okay, Smeed, you don't need those blums.

Aright, Granny. It's just you and me--

The big bad wolf.

Move it! We're going for a walk.

To find a cave.
Rain’s heart raced as Boo pulled the truck into the driveway.

I’m scared, Boo.

Look! The door is wide open!

I’ve called the police chief. He’s coming. Willard’s coming.

Be careful, boys.

Granma? Granma?

We can’t wait for Willard. We’ve got to go out to Shell Ridge--

That’s where the fossil poacher is taking Granma!

Shell Ridge?

Get back in the truck, boys!

I’ve called the police chief. He’s coming. Willard’s coming.

Calm down!

Granma never picked up.
we gotta cave to find.

take him to a cave? delbert's cave?

i'll tie her up in the cave-- then find those two morons to haul out the turtle.

awright granny, which way?

i'm not sure.

ahhh, maybe over that way?
he says stay in the truck until the officers get out here.

Rain, you listening to me?

I should have told mom and dad about the fossil poacher--

That stupid promise to Jimmy!

Now he's got Granma--

Can't you go any faster, Boo?

We're almost there.

There's Sky Heart. He's circling back for us.

There they go--just like coyote said they would.

We have to hurry!

Don't worry, grandmother. Sky Heart will show us the way.
TURN HERE, BOO.

THERE'S THE OLD PUMPING STATION. THIS IS THE END OF THE ROAD.

SORRY BOO.

RAIN, GET BACK IN THE TRUCK!

IT'S MY GRANMA! I'VE GOT TO SAVE HER!

RAIN!

RAIN, WAIT!
You should see the cave from up there.

Uhhhhhhhh... a couple more feet and I'm over.

Huh? Where's the cave?

It's like a big bowl with all these caves around it--

Delbert followed a coyote into a little hole.

You got any brain cells left?

Coyote? Bowl? There ain't no bowl up here!

@#$%!! Now I gotta get back down.

Think!

You better have some ideas!

If you were smart, you wouldn't want to find that cave--
Well, guess what?

I do want to find it. 'Cause it's full of old bones like you. Except--

--Those bones are worth money! Now move it!

That looks kinda familiar up there.

Why is it always up? You sure?

Uh-huh.

Granny-- you better be right.

Be careful, grave robber. There are things out here that can hear you. Things that are a lot older than me.

Oooo-- I'm so scared!

Hey! There's nothing up here but-- more rocks.

Whoa!
ARRRRGH... THIS IS GONNA HURT!
so this is what it’s like to be kidnapped.

THUNK THUNK THUNK THUNK

THUNK

CRACK!

SO THIS IS WHAT IT’S LIKE TO BE KIDNAPPED.
Sure wish I had a cold drink right now—

Ever thought of doing something else for a living?

Whomp!

Not 'til now.

Need any help?

Don't touch me!
if I can just get up here--

I'll be able to see where I am--

this must be it!

where we found the shark's teeth.
I'm lost. Grandma, I'm sorry.

Oh, no. I was wrong. I'm lost.

But where are they? Where's the Range Rover?

Granma, I'm sorry.
the COYOTE!

HE KNOWS WHERE GRANMA IS--
YOU NEED A DOCTOR.

COUGH: COUGH

NO! I NEED A CAVE!

WE'RE GOING BACK TO THE TRUCK. I'M GONNA FIND THOSE CLOWNS, LEFTY AND DITTO. THEN WE'RE COMING BACK OUT HERE. YOU WILL TAKE ME TO THE CAVE--OR YOU'LL BE BURIED OUT HERE JUST LIKE THE REST OF THE FOSSILS! GOT IT?!
Coyote led Rain on a dangerous chase.

Wait for me! Slow down!

tracks! they've taken granma into the hills!

smeed will be at the end of those tracks. smeed and who else?

this is it! this is where those guys hid the plaster of paris

This is it! This is where those guys hid the plaster of Paris.

Tracks! They've taken Granma into the hills!

Great eagle, please help me--
WHERE DID THE COYOTE GO? IT'S JUST ME NOW.

THERE ARE JUST TWO SETS OF TRACKS. I'VE GOT A CHANCE. SMEED'S BY HIMSELF.

YOU'RE HURTING ME--
GRANMA?

RAIN!

HE DOUBLED BACK!

GRANMA!
COME HERE, YOU LITTLE PUNK!

LETTY MY GRANMA GO, SMEED!

YOU’LL PAY FOR THAT!

SAVING YOUR GRANNY, HUH?

DON’T MAKE ME LAUGH, KID!
YOU DIRTY LITTLE--

PULL HIM AWAY FROM GRANMA!

TIME TO FINISH HIM--
I've got to do the 'magic move!'

Boomer's 'magic move!'

Be cool-- let him grab me--

Huh?!

Now!

Rain!

Stop!!

Let up!!!
WHOA, RAIN! WE’LL TAKE OVER NOW!

WILLARD!

YOU’RE HISTORY ON THIS REZ, MISTER. WE GOTTA JAIL CELL WITH YOUR NAME ON IT.

HE WANTED TO SELL THE BONES IN THE CAVE. WE’VE GOT TO TAKE BACK THE ONES HE GOT FROM JIMMY--DELBERT’S, TOO.

THE KOYOTE WANTS US TO, GRANMA.

SORRY, RAIN, THOSE FOSSILS ARE EVIDENCE.

GIVE HIM THE BONES HE WANTS, WILLARD. TRUST ME.

AUNT HETTIE, I’LL LET RAIN TAKE WHAT HE CAN CARRY, BUT THE REST STAY WITH ME.

IS HE GOING ALONE?

NO, I’LL GO WITH HIM,’ RIGHT, RD?

RIGHT. SIMON KNOWS WHAT WE HAVE TO DO.

HERE, RAIN, WRAP UP THE BONES IN MY SHawl.

YOU SAVED ME, RAIN.

THAT MAN WANTED ME TO TAKE HIM TO DELBERT’S CAVE. BUT I Couldn’T REMEMBER.

SHE'S going ALONE? BUT THE REST STAY WITH ME.

GRANMA.

AUNT HETTIE, I’LL LET RAIN TAKE WHAT HE CAN CARRY, BUT THE REST STAY WITH ME.

IS HE GOING ALONE?

NO, I’LL GO WITH HIM.’ RIGHT, RD?

RIGHT. SIMON KNOWS WHAT WE HAVE TO DO.

HERE, RAIN, WRAP UP THE BONES IN MY SHAWL.

SORRY, RAIN, THOSE FOSSILS ARE EVIDENCE.

GIVE HIM THE BONES HE WANTS, WILLARD. TRUST ME.

AUNT HETTIE, I’LL LET RAIN TAKE WHAT HE CAN CARRY, BUT THE REST STAY WITH ME.

IS HE GOING ALONE?

NO, I’LL GO WITH HIM.’ RIGHT, RD?

RIGHT. SIMON KNOWS WHAT WE HAVE TO DO.

HERE, RAIN, WRAP UP THE BONES IN MY SHAWL.

SHE'S going ALONE? BUT THE REST STAY WITH ME.

GRANMA.
How many bones are there, Rd?
I count nine.

Do you think Boo will wait for us?
Sure he will. We can count on Boo.

How are we going to find the cave?
The coyote will show us the way.

Coyote led Rain and Simon deep into the low hills. Suddenly, they saw him dart through a break in the rocks. The boys squeezed through the break and came to a sudden stop.

Rain spotted the place where he had last seen the coyote. The trickster was waiting for them.

Wow! It's just like Granma's story-- the big bowl with the little caves!

Look, the coyote's going in that hole over there!
Look, up there--they're real dinosaurs!

I'm touching a triceratop's horn!

Where do you think the turtle is?

I thought the coyote would show us.

Where is he?

If Jimmy and Delbert found the turtle, I guess we can.

Uhhh--hold on, Simon. I think we just did.
yeah, she looks like she could carry the whole WORLD on her back!

oh, man. i can't believe it!
look at her! she's just--huge!

yeah, she looks like she could carry the whole **world** on her back!
The boys followed Coyote.

**Boys, it’s dark. Just like granma said.**

**There’s the coyote’s tracks. Come on, let’s follow.**

**You got that flashlight?**

**This must be it.**

**Whew! I can breathe again. Gee, it’s a big room—**

**It sure does squeeze down all of a sudden.**

**With drawings on the wall!**

**Look, a turtle!**

**And, a picture of a coyote.**

**Maybe those drawings mean this is the medicine cave—**

**I can’t believe it!**

**The giant creatures! Just like delbert said!**

**Simon! Up ahead— I think we’ve found it?**

**There are the long-necked monsters—**

**And the fish with big teeth!**
Let's unpack the bones--

How do we know where the bones go?

Look! Up there. It's the eagle and the coyote.

The eagle will tell us what to do!

Look, rain. Is that our rabbit?

It sure looks like her.

Mr. Eagle, where do we put the bones?

Another must help you, rain that dances.

Come on, grandmother. Just a little bit further.
WHERE DID THAT LITTLE TURTLE COME FROM?

SHE WAS WITH THE RABBIT.

IT WON'T BE LONG NOW, GREAT-GRANDMOTHER. YOU WILL DREAM AGAIN SOON.

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR, BOY? YOU'VE COME TO HELP US, HAVEN'T YOU?

SHE'S LOOKING AT YOU, RD.

SHOW ME WHERE TO PUT THEM.

HERE?

AH, YES-- AND OVER THERE, TOO.

KEEP GOING! PRESS HARD. THAT'S IT!
As Rain put the final bone in place, Grandmother Turtle felt her spirit lifted. She closed her eyes and visualized her ancient relative in life… swimming the ancient seas of long ago. Then she began to sing a sacred song…

LOOK, THE GREAT TURTLE IS BURYING HERSELF.

IT’S WHAT THE ARCHELON DID WHEN SHE WAS GOING TO SLEEP.

WHERE IS THAT WATER COMING FROM?

OLD ONE, OLD ONE, CLOSE YOUR EYES.

NESTLE, NESTLE—

DOWN, DOWN INTO THE SOFT SAND.

SLEEP AND DREAM—

OF BLUE AND GREEN—

DRIFT IN GENTLE CURRENTS

OF BLUE AND GREEN.

SIMON, LOOK--

IT’S COMING FROM THE GREAT TURTLE--

IT’S FLOWING TO THE BACK OF THE CAVE!
AHHH, SHE SLEEPS AND DREAMS ONCE MORE.

THE WATER FLOWS--
MY TIME TO SLEEP COMES, TOO.

GOODBYE, SKY HEART. GOODBYE, THISTLE. THANK YOU, COYOTE--

WAIT FOR ME GREAT-GRANDMOTHER--

WE WILL DREAM TOGETHER--

Ah, she sleeps and dreams once more. The water flows--my time to sleep comes, too. Goodbye, sky heart. Goodbye, thistle. Thank you, coyote--wait for me great-grandmother--we will dream together--
But Coyote was not gone. He had found something magical.

The trickster grabbed the shawl of Rain’s beloved great-grandmother ... and reached for his power!
What’s happening?

Look, Simon! The roof is caving in! Run!
WE GOT OUT JUST IN TIME, SIMON. THE WHOLE CAVE COLLAPSED!

I KNOW.

ALL I COULD SEE WAS ROCKS!

MAN, I CAN’T WAIT TO TELL BOOMER ABOUT THE CAVE!

YES, WE WILL ALL REMEMBER THIS DAY!

RAIN THAT DANCES DID ‘HELP US.’

SKY HEART, YOU CHOSE WELL.

THE GREAT TURTLE DREAMS FOREVER OF WATER--

WATER--

WATER--

AND THE RIVERS FLOW AGAIN.

WE GOT OUT JUST IN TIME, SIMON. THE WHOLE CAVE COLLAPSED!

I KNOW.

NO ONE WILL EVER SEE THE PLACE ‘WHERE THE GIANTS SLEEP’ AGAIN-- NOT UNLESS I SAY THEY CAN!

Haha!

NO ONE WILL EVER SEE THE PLACE ‘WHERE THE GIANTS SLEEP’ AGAIN-- NOT UNLESS I SAY THEY CAN!

Haha!

YES! RUN, BOYS!

AFTER MY SHAWL DANCE,

BIRD AND ARIANNA WON’T BELIEVE IT.

RUN, BOYS!

NOT UNLESS I SAY THEY CAN

YES, WE WILL ALL REMEMBER THIS DAY!

RAIN THAT DANCES DID ‘HELP US.’
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YES! RUN, BOYS!

AFTER MY SHAWL DANCE,
Boo waited all afternoon for Rain and Simon. When he saw them coming, he ran to meet them.

By nightfall, reporters from local TV and radio were calling. Of course, the boys didn’t give them the whole story, and Rain tried to be humble about taking down Vernon Smeed.

Nevertheless, the people of the Medicine Cave Indian Reservation recognized real courage when they saw it.

By morning, Rain and Simon were heroes.

MAN, I WISH I’D BEEN THERE!
The boy stood up pretty well to my tricks.

Rain that dances will be the boy who helps us.

You were right, Sky Heart, my friend.

Rain that dances will be the boy who helps us.

The End
We invite those who have not read the novels, *Coyote and the Turtle’s Dream* and *Hummingbird’s Squash*, to contact the CDC for free copies.

Phone: toll free 1-877-CDC-DIAB (877-232-3422)

E-mail: diabetes@cdc.gov
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